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ABSTRACT
Software developers today crave for feedback, be it from their peers or even bots in the form of code review, static analysis tools like their compiler, or the local or remote execution of their tests in the Continuous Integration (CI) environment. With the advent of social coding sites like GitHub and tight integration of CI services like Travis CI, software development practices have fundamentally changed. Despite a highly changed software engineering landscape, however, we still lack a suitable description of an individual’s contemporary software development practices, that is how an individual code contribution comes to be. Existing descriptions like the V-model are either too coarse-grained to describe an individual contributor’s workflow, or only regard a sub-part of the development process like Test-Driven Development. In addition, most existing models are prescriptive rather than descriptive. By contrast, in our thesis, we perform a series of empirical studies to describe the individual constituents of Feedback-Driven Development (FDD) and then compile the evidence into an initial framework on how modern software development works. Our thesis culminates in the finding that feedback loops are the characterizing criterion of contemporary software development. Our model is flexible enough to accommodate a broad bandwidth of contemporary workflows, despite large variances in how projects use and configure parts of FDD.
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1 RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Today, developers can receive feedback on a piece of code they created from a variety of sources: the compiler, automated static analysis tools (ASATs), the CI server, local or remote test runs, peers who perform a code review, if necessary, a debugging session that includes remote logging information, application telemetry, or interactive dashboards. Arguably, even end users can give feedback to the developers, possibly via an automated bug monitoring system like Eclipse’s automated error reporting. The goal of all these different feedback mechanisms is to enable developers to immediately improve the quality of their software. It is thus evident that feedback stands at the center of today’s software development practices and its center stand various quality assurance mechanisms.

However, so far, research has not come up with a unifying theory of FDD, partly because of the challenge to define a theory despite the widely varying ways in which modern software development works across projects. A theory would first give us a common vocabulary based on an empirically-grounded understanding of how developers work today. This, in turn, enables us to better educate students on relevant concepts, allow projects and developers to easily identify strengths and weaknesses in their own workflows, and do more articulate research on topics important to practitioners today.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A plethora of breakdowns of software engineers’ working processes are in existence today, from structured, general process decompositions like the V-model [17], over more flexible guidelines like the agile manifesto [18] to practically process-free software creation paradigms like the chaos model [20]. These models, however, tend to focus less on an individual developer’s workflow, but more on the general workflow of an entire project. Thus, they are of little help in describing an individual contributor’s workflow. Other, partly more recent inventions like Test-Driven Development (TDD) or its offspring Behavior-Driven Development provide recommendations closer to a single developer, but they often focus on a somewhat limited aspect of the software development process, for example how to drive development via testing, which leaves out other feedback cycles such as code review or static analysis. Thus, they cannot provide us a model capturing a more holistic code creation process on the level of an individual contribution. A common denominator of all these models is that they are prescriptive rather than descriptive: they argue that a certain methodology should be applied instead of studying what is being applied.

In contrast to these pre facto models, we built up our model of Feedback-Driven Development post factum on empirical evidence. We performed empirical analyses on the constituents of today’s software development workflow first and then compiled this empirical evidence into a model of Feedback-Driven Development. Our model is thus a contemporary mirror of the development practices of software developers.

3 INTENDED SOLUTION APPROACH
The Research Path Schema (RPS) is an analytical framework that allows Software Engineering researchers to clearly communicate the principal setup of their research. It also describes a way to theory building via different research paths [22]. It defines a substantive, conceptual, and methodological domain. Our instantiation of the RPS in Figure 1 starts from the substantive domain "Quality Assurance Methods in OSS and Commercial Software" and derives a
Figure 1: We followed the observational path in the RPS.

set of hypotheses on FDD that together form an initial theoretical framework.

To further increase their generalizability, we perform our studies in a large-scale fashion, typically on hundreds of projects or developers. This brings with it a number of complexities, from recruiting study participants over gathering large amounts of data to processing it. A point of criticism against large-scale analyses is that findings would sacrifice depth for broad understanding. However, single-project or small-scale analyses cannot uncover general phenomena and thus fail to quantify how widespread or impactful a certain issue is. Large-scale analyses help us single out individual problems from issues that plague Software Engineering as a craft.

The scale and nature of these studies requires a heavily tool-supported approach. We did this by not only mining existing software repositories like git in a traditional way, but also by creating our own new data sources: TRAVIS Torrent [7, 8], a TRAVIS CI “build log treasure trove” [2] and WatchDog [4–6, 9, 11], a family of IDE plugins that collects telemetry information from developer by instrumenting their IDEs. These techniques are scalable, robust, and updateable, causing minimal interference with the usual workflow of developers, thus increasing the realism in our studies. Compared to a (physical) onlooker, inducing the Hawthorne and trail effects [1, 14], our approach reduces these biases.

To analyze the data we gathered, we employ methods from the fields of data visualization, descriptive statistics, statistical hypothesis testing, and probability theory [19]. We enrich these methods with explanatory methods borrowed and adapted from the social sciences and known under the umbrella of Grounded Theory [16]. We employ a series of mixed-methods studies that combine several of the above techniques to answer a research question.

4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Figure 2 sketches the FDD development workflow alongside its quality assurance methods typically found in today’s software development projects. We take here the technical perspective of how a code contribution progresses from its initial inception steered by a project vision, an issue tracker task, or discussions to its final rejection or acceptance into the code base. A merged pull request, patch or otherwise integrated contribution equates an accepted code change in Figure 2 It is customary for contributions in the making to go through a cyclical review process until they reach a pre-defined acceptance criterion. Consequently, most projects explicitly allow reworking and perfecting contributions after their initial submission. The precise order of quality assurance checks in Figure 2 may deviate from project to project and even feedback cycle to feedback cycle. The Incremental Change process [21] complements FDD by describing what happens at the “Code Creation”

Figure 2: Studied (black) and related (gray) FDD concepts.

stage. Outside the scope of our technical investigation of FDD also falls the analysis of “soft feedback channels” like Stack Overflow. We divide the quality assurance methods we studied into Static Analysis [4], which examines program artifacts or their source code without executing them [23], and Dynamic Analysis [5], which relies on information gathered from their execution.

By performing a history analysis on the configuration files of ASATs, we found that most of the over 100 state-of-the-art projects on GitHub only use one ASAT, that is typically only slightly customized and normally does not evolve throughout a project’s lifetime [3]. To help developers unleash the potential of multiple ASATs, we created the tool UAV [15]. On the intersection between manual code review and ASATs, we discovered the last line effect [12, 13], the startling realization that the last line or statement in a micro-clone is more likely to contain a fault than any of the previous lines. We singled out psycho-cognitive reasons, most likely a working term memory overload, to be the prime cause and created an ASAT to integrate the detection of faulty micro-clones in an automated FDD loop. Overall, our studies suggest that integration of ASATs in the FDD cycle is lacking behind the integration of dynamic analysis.

We found that “Test-Guided Development” best describes most developers’ local testing practices [4–6, as they do not follow strict processes like TDD rigorously and tend to overestimate their testing efforts in the IDE twofold. With our family of WatchDog plugins [9], we studied the testing habits of more than 2,400 Java and C# developers in four different IDEs over the course of 2.5 years. Results suggest that testing practices largely generalize across (imperative) programming languages and IDEs. Most local testing is immediate, with a much shorter feedback loop than running the entire test suite, which is usually offloaded to the CI. Accordingly, an analysis of our TRAVIS Torrent [8] “build log treasure trove” (TRAVIS CI) shows that remote testing is the central phase of CI, causing more CI build failures than all other reasons combined [7]. Normally, contributions thus need to be reworked if they failed the testing stage of FDD. Finally, debugging is a somewhat opaque topic to developers not nearly as automated and streamlined as the other FDD quality assurance techniques: many developers still employ crude printf techniques, for lack of better knowledge or tools [10].
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